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Abstract
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This paper proposes connecting the participatory
strategies of co-design and co-research for the design,
implementation, and evaluation of technologies for
youth. Although co-design and co-research are often
positioned at different stages of the technology creation
and implementation process, both strategies hold
potential for deepening authentic inclusion,
understanding, and equity in both the technologies
themselves and the sociotechnical systems in which
they exist. This challenges researchers to examine
adult-normative research practices: Who do we confer
authority and why? Do we approach youth as a deficit?
How do our research and design practices reflect our
value of youth expertise?
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Introduction
This work stems from a NSF-funded cyberlearning
collaboration with an afterschool teen internship that is
centered on science and data journalism. Interns are
paid employees of one of the partnered universities,
embedded within the media labs of a communication
department, tasked with both designing science
infographics and serving as co-researchers on the
multi-institution partnership. Participants are recruited
through avenues serving traditionally marginalized
groups (high poverty/high minority schools, LGBTQ
youth groups, and community organizations that work
with underserved youth). The artifact-oriented,
technology-based science data journalism produces
multi-part science news infographics that are submitted
to an external editor for potential online publication.
This work has exposed the potential of connecting the
design of these types of technologies and the research
on their use in the “real” world, inviting future

Figure 1. Original infographic
created with Microsoft Excel and
Adobe Illustrator.

Figure 2. Second version of
infographic, remade with CODAP
and Venngage.

collaborations that leverage both co-design (designing
technologies with intended users) and co-research
(designing research, collecting and analyzing data, and
disseminating findings with the participants as research
partners).

The Technologies
Youth have utilized several different tools for the
research, organization, and analysis of data for data
journalism, and the design and refinement of the
resultant infographics. These technologies include
consumer-oriented web-based tools such as Venngage,
tools designed specifically for use in education like
CODAP, and professional tools like Adobe Illustrator.
As we work to understand the critical aspects of the
sociotechnical system that engage teens in data
journalism, our teen co-researchers have contributed
important data and self-analysis on the affordances and
constraints of the tools. For example, a youth co-

researcher created an infographic with Microsoft Excel
and Adobe Illustrator (Figure 1), and then re-created
the infographic with the Common Online Data Analysis
Platform (CODAP) and Venngage the following summer
(Figure 2). She took daily notes through both
iterations, and reflected on those notes to create a
“think-aloud” video analyzing both the functional and
cognitive pros and cons of both sets of technologies.
The tools she used to create the first infographic are
expensive with a high learning curve, and
understanding the process and outcome with a more
approachable and readily available set of tools was
invaluable in understanding the scalability of the
project. Additionally, she was also able to share her
insights with the designers of CODAP directly via a
videoconference.
Admittedly, an adolescent is more developmentally
capable of contributing to research in this manner than
a young child. Youth data collection and analysis
practices were adapted and centered on the youth’s
own experiences, but the rethinking of research
practice for meaningful the participation and
contributions of younger children would be more
extensive.
Connecting the design and implementation of
technologies to authentic users and contexts is valuable
and mutually beneficial to both education and the CCI
researchers. How do we share in these benefits with
participants?

Valuing Participation: Compensation, Credit,
and Control
This research project has been influenced by
participatory action research (PAR), where youth serve
as co-researchers on projects in which they are the

focus population [3]. We are exploring an alternative
pathway to PAR goals of shared power and
participation, through a consultant/content expert
model. Situated in a more “humanizing context” than a
formal school environment, we hope to avoid the risk of
repercussions that can occur through school-based PAR
which challenges power structures within schools [2].
In educational research, the power differential between
university researchers and youth is alarming; while
youth serve as “raw data sources” that fuel academic
careers and millions of dollars in research funding, they
are largely dismissed as unqualified non-entities in the
interpretation of this data and the ways in which it
shapes the highly consequential practices of schooling
in their lives. Exacerbated for marginalized youth [3],
this silencing and objectification “has been particularly
severe due to hierarchical power relations in schools
and society, as well as the embedded cultural beliefs
about children and adolescents [1].”
Both co-design and co-research hold the potential to
resist this type of marginalization, and the practice of
explicitly valuing youth participation and contribution
can be embedded in some of the foundational logistics
of the research design. While project structure,
research approach, funding, and institutional
constraints can restrict the compensation, credit and
control of participants, reflexively examining our own
practice can help us uncover our own biases and values
around partnering with youth. Including youth as coresearchers holds rich opportunities for researchers, yet
often involves a significant, deep, and generous
commitment from youth and their families. How do you
tangibly express your respect and value for these
contributions?

Compensation
Marginalized communities are often expected to
participate in research because they “ought to”
contribute. How do you economically value your
participant and participant families’ time? What is the
“CEO-to-worker pay ratio” equivalent for participants to
researchers? Thinking beyond the lowest threshold of
compensation to encourage participation, what is the
real value of participation? Who can afford to expend
their time, transit expenses, and emotional and
intellectual labor to participate in your research?
Credit
How do you represent significant contributions from
participants, particularly youth? Can youth co-author
papers? What is the difference between youth
contributions and those of a peer in the field? When do
IRB protections become paternalistic? Do youth have a
right to be named in publications that use their words,
work, and photos? Do they want to?
Control
The recent issuance of the San Code of Ethics by the
San in South Africa [4] gives participatory researchers
a strong framework to examine their own practices of
research on and with youth. Do you attempt to
understand youth culture before situating your
conclusions? Are youth meaningfully involved, or do
they serve as generators of token quotes for
publications? When a participant contributes
something that conflicts with your assumptions, how do
you mediate your bias in analysis? Do youth have a
chance to correct assumptions and characterizations in
written work before publication? Perhaps most
importantly, does the participation of youth have the
potential to refine or even change the trajectory of the
research?
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